DiaMedCare AG and Grandperspective GmbH agree on asset-financing
scanfeldTM, the early warning solution for the detection and tracking of gas generates great in-

terest. Now the system deployment can be accelerated.
Berlin/Basel, 14.12.2020 – The intelligent scanfeldTM early warning solution developed by Grandperspective will as ofnow be available to a broader customers base. scanfeldTM is world’s first system to detect gas
leaks from large distances. Unlike any other system, the scanfeldTM early warning solution fully monitors
large production and storage sites. scanfeldTM automatically detects, maps and tracks gas clouds in real
time.
Grandperspective and the swiss financing boutique DiaMedCare AG together with their 100%-subsidiary
in Munich signed a multi-million deal to accelerate the deployment of the systems. Grandperspective is
now able to finance the systems via sale and lease back structures. Customers can then benefit from the
scanfeldTM solution through a subscription contract
René Braun, CEO of Grandperspective explains how the hardware-as-a-service solution maximizes the customer benefit: “Instead of binding capital by investing into new equipment, our customers get a solution.
We are in chargeof hardware and software and can keep both always up to date.”

“As a financing partner for highly innovate businesses we are thoroughly convinced by the intelligent early
warning system,” Jörg Schmidt, CFO of DiaMedCare AG adds. “The Grandperspective equipment-as-a-service model is both forward-thinking and customer-focused. Grandperspective shows an enormous capacity for innovation and growth. We are happy to support the company and to speed up future growth with
our tailormade asset-financing.”
About DiaMedCare AG
DiaMedCare AG (DMC) is a globally active financing specialist for innovative technologies and equipment.
DMC provides tailor-made CAPEX financing solutions for companies which are starting commercialisation
of new products and enables them to offer their customers product/market-specific “equipment-as-a-service” solutions via pay-per-use, renting or subscription models. Backed by large institutional investors,
DMC offers a broad industry network and know-how and actively supports high-growth companies to accelerate the market entry of their innovations.
About Grandperspective
Grandperspective was founded in 2018 by René Braun, Peter Maas and Alexander Herrmann. The team
brings in over 25 years of collective experience in the development and application of remote sensing
technology as well as extensive experience in business development.

